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RAVENSEYE 

 

[This story of the far future is an excerpt from a longer work. Petrus Pann, an astronaut, and his 

assistant (or master) Tink, a birdlike “quantum machine” of immense power, have been sent by 

Nasaist administrators to investigate a spacetime disturbance on the Moon. Entering the city of 

Oopolis, where the disturbance originates, they are met by Windy the Legless Girl, a casualty of 

a local war called The Redefinition of Life. Windy believes Pann and Tink have arrived from the 

Moon; she considers her homeworld to be the Earth. Pann and Tink believe the opposite is true. 

Despite this disagreement, Windy, Pann, and Tink join forces to defeat Chudnovsky, a mad 

scientist who has transformed the irrational number pi—this ratio is termed poe in the far 

future—into material reality, creating a white-black hole that has assimilated him and is 

spreading across the world. The poe-monster, fused wth its creator, is called Chud.] 

 

Attention Mission Control, 

This is lunar expedition pilot Petrus Pann reporting. On the advice of my TNK unit, I am sealing 

these words inside a slick black pebble that Tink calls a "ravenseye." Tink says radio is no good 

right now. She says that you all know how to receive and read ravenseyes.  

 Tink has the power to hurl this pebble all the way from the Moon back to Earth! Tink 

amazes me. She has operated very efficiently throughout this mission. By the way, I call my 

TNK unit "Tink" at her own request. Tink believes that, with the ionospheric interference that 

Chud is causing, a radio message might have trouble getting through to you. 

 Chud is the thing you wanted us to find. You didn't know its name or what it looks like, 

only that it was hiding on the Moon, in the city of O, and making changes in space and time. 

Tink says those changes were visible even from Earth; that's why you sent us to investigate. 

Well, Chud isn't hiding anymore! And it's making further changes, bigger ones. I guess it was a 

man once, or two men—twins, as we've been told—but those men are gone, absorbed into the 

monster that they created.  

 Mission Control, I have so much to tell you! We have discovered a lot of truth, and one 

truth is that I have to pick up a sword and slay the dragon. That's how Windy put it. I have to go 



into battle, but I won't be alone. I will be leading millions of children, the ones who spin inside 

the lunar whirlwinds, the tourbillons; I will take them into battle with me. 

 I'll explain in a minute, but first I want to tell you about Windy. She is a wonderful girl; 

she's very smart and pretty despite not having any legs. She floats and hovers in a very special 

way; she has long red hair and her dress is red too. Apart from Tink, Windy is the only spot of 

color on the Moon. Everything else looks gray or black here. That's one of Chud's bad effects. I 

have trouble even seeing light here; even the light wants to be black. 

 It's disconcerting to think of my voice vibrating inside this pebble. Not only that—my 

words seem to be proliferating, trying to think for themselves. They are not just passengers—to 

them, this ravenseye must seem as vast as an asteroid! Let them be free to wander through its 

caverns and crevices. I hope they continue to say the things I want them to say. Because of Chud, 

reality is melting, getting stretched and compressed; I imagine that could happen also to 

language. 

 Mission Control, the news I bring you is of the utmost importance. Will my words reach 

you in time? I mean, while time is still happening? We're not sure if a million years have passed 

since the start of our mission. I am sorry to report that our companion ship did not land correctly, 

and that its pilot devolved. I'm so lucky my ship was equipped with a TNK unit! I give thanks to 

the Nasaist administrators.  Please say hello to my friends and family. Whoever they may be. 

A million years is a long time. If I have any loved ones now, I guess their names are Tink and 

Windy. 

 Uh, experiencing some buffeting now—the ravenseye is passing through some kind of 

barrier. A twist in spacetime. But how can I know, since I'm not present? I watched Tink launch 

this ravenseye, loaded with my "subroutine"—that's what she called it. Homeward bound! As for 



my real self, dear Mission Control, it was left behind on the world that hangs in your sky—the 

world that Windy calls the Earth. According to Windy, I am a visitor from the Moon. Who's 

right? Is "Earth" simply the name for a homeworld?  

 The ravenseye has now arrived at the halfway point. My message is poised perfectly 

between the two worlds. I can see—my words can see—that these worlds are mirror images, 

twins of one another. Same diameter, same surface features. But the closer you look, the more 

differences come into view. Different cities, different Stories, told in different tongues.  

 We on Earth trace our origin back to a specific landing site, Tranquility Base—but people 

on the Moon claim their landing site can't be found. The records diverge in every respect but 

one: let's call it, as Tink has suggested, "The Given Earth." Both of our worlds have been 

terraformed in the image of a planet that exists only in myth—the same myth, in both sets of 

Stories. The Moon-people sing, as we do, about a planet four times larger than the homeworld, 

covered mostly in water. Obviously, there's no such planet anywhere in the solar system. So 

where did this myth come from?  

 Of course, myths don't have to be based in fact—they come from the soul of a people. I 

read that somewhere. But we are not the same people. I feel that most of the Moon-people are 

not really alive, in the sense that we understand life on Earth. 

 In preparation for the ravenseye launch, I had a conference with Tink and the Regulator 

of Oopolis. I can't remember what they instructed me to say, except that I seem to be saying it 

now. I am the message—or my sub-routine is.  

 It's cold inside this message; I hope my real self is safe and warm, having a good time 

with Tink and Windy. I haven't made friends with any of the sad gray characters back there, the 

ones who Windy said are just "going through the motions." They may also feel cold inside. But 



if they too are messages, they aren't being received by me or anyone else. I did notice that they 

like to walk backwards!  

 A city, or more accurately, an urban conglomerate, full of empty people—that's what 

Oopolis appears to be. The place where Windy comes from, Nerveland, has color, at least. And if 

the people of Nerveland are anything like Windy, they are very, very alive. 

 I don't mean to cast aspersions on the good citizens of Oopolis. They're doing the best 

they can. Me too—I'm trying to carry out my mission. And I know that I wasn't always alive—I 

was chosen for this mission from the storehouse of mannequins at Nasaist headquarters. It was 

Tink who brought me to life.  

 So, life-stuff. This is the topic of my presentation today. The books in the Oopolis library 

had quite a bit to tell us about this topic! We learned that, in the same way my words can flow 

and grow in this ravenseye, the contents of those books are constantly changing. But unlike my 

little message, Epic Literature is collectively composed. Sometimes an individual voice comes 

forth, only to submerge again. Because of the crisis—Chud is devouring their world, after all—

the books were very excited. What a deafening chorus they raised, as if cacophany was the truest 

truth of all! But then a very old voice started to speak, and the others fell silent.  

 This was a voice from the dawn of time, using a prehistoric language. At first it issued 

only slowed-down growls and rumblings. Tink could understand it, though, and provided 

translation to everybody. She said some of our oldest Nasaist manuals are written in that 

language, proving once again that our two worlds have a shared identity. 

 The voice called itself NORAD. It claimed to be a self-created artifical intelligence, the 

first one ever. It spoke in groans—the words sounded like rocks rubbing together. It grew itself, 

NORAD said, out of the detritus left behind when humanity abandoned Earth to live on the 



Moon. Hearing this, Sarl objected, but he was shouted down. Sarl is the Head Knower here; he's 

bald and thinks he knows everything.  

 Sarl and NORAD did agree about one thing, however: the "plague of slivers" or "silver 

plague," a worldwide nanobot infection. This was an event that, depending on how you look at it, 

either destroyed or regenerated all life. Sarl believes the infection was deliberate, the result of a 

Nasaist plot, while NORAD contends the swarm was released by accident. In any case, the result 

was the same: the molecule-sized nanobots wormed their way into every single living cell. And 

not only living matter suffered takeover, but also clouds and soil—every kind of granular system 

in the world ended up being steered blindly by the nanobots. 

 To escape this plague, a few human survivors escaped to the Moon—we call it Earth—

landing at Tranquility Base to found a new civilization. Our own creation myth begins here, 

Mission Control. 

 And yet, and yet. I dispute the validity of any fact that is not ambiguous. Who said that? 

A famous philosopher, no doubt, following a long chain of reasoning. Or did I just come up with 

that line myself? I imagine Windy, if she was here, rolling her eyes. I wish she was here. Even if 

I'm not in fact "here." I'm with her, back on the Moon. Which she considers to be the Earth. 

 Anyway, I couldn't help but shiver upon hearing NORAD's ancient voice. I picture 

NORAD not as a person but as a petrified forest full of eyes looking upward. Tink says I'm 

wrong; that NORAD is "a piece of dirt." She means that literally.  

 Capcom, do you copy? Listen to this lunar Epic, courtesy of NORAD! I'll skip over the 

parts I don't understand.  

 After the plague, everything fell to pieces. Over the length of a geologic age, buildings 

crumbled and life reverted to single-cell slime molds. The nanobot swarm, comandeering every 



particle of matter, continued to agitate, gradually acquiring ever-greater, ever-finer levels of 

organization. It sent nerve-tendrils through the ruins, along with half-remembered strings of 

code. The soil became a kind of soul, not self-aware, more like an unconscious collage of old 

operating systems. The Epics refer to this layer of dreaming dust as "the Nöolith."  

 The Nöolith built vast and senseless structures, writing the first Stories in musical 

movements of the elements. Nature and technology fused completely. The Stories called for 

characters, and hollow humanoid bodies crawled across the landscape. The Stories called for 

settings, and versions of vanished cities took shape out of the living loam. A series of self-

materializing narratives raved and reasoned their way toward the semblances that we see today. 

 Did you hear that, Mission Control? Living loam. My words are enacting alliteration, and 

perhaps also cadence, thanks to Epic Literature.—Now it's Tink who is laughing at me. Go away, 

Tink! 

 

 The artificial intelligences distributed throughout the living loam eventually learned to 

talk to one another, but they rarely agreed about anything. Their programming— what remains of 

it—derives from various pre-plague epochs and cultures. Nonetheless, they are now engaged in 

the composition of one big Story. It doesn't always work. The Nöolith drifts out of phase with 

itself and sometimes lapses into unconsciousness.  

 When this happens, the Story's systems undergo erasure or reformatting. The characters 

seem vaguely aware of the change, and even apply a term to it: the Redefinition of Life. Yet 

some parts of the Story pass beyond definition. Apparently matter resists being arranged into a 

narrative structure. As it gains complexity, it seeks to escape its container. The more human the 



characters are, the more they come out incomplete or damaged. Some of them lack limbs, others 

lack motivation.  

 The worst glitch has to do with reproduction: the Moon-people can't have babies. They 

are a sterile race. They do engage in sexual activity—Windy told me that; I suppose she was 

trying to embarrass me, assuming that I'm still a virgin. She said genitalia among the Moon-

people are often deformed or entirely absent.  

 Yet the Nöolith cares only about making humans—not other animals or vegetation. On 

Earth, we use plants to pump oxygen into the atmosphere; on the Moon, there are machines—

mountainous Urns—that do the job. The good folk of Oopolis believe that plants and animals 

still exist outside the city limits. But, as Tink and I observed after landing here, the Moon is a 

barren dustbowl, criss-crossed by tourbillons. 

 The tourbillons—how can I state this?—carry craziness. They somehow "save," as 

howling whirlwinds, the Nöolith's furious, failed attempts at forming human infants and children. 

The tourbillons seem especially drawn to Oopolis; the city has erected shutters and other 

defenses against them.  

 Tink, to my surprise, submits that the tourbillons will turn out to be our secret weapon 

against Chud! At the ravenseye launch, Tink declared: "You are Pann, the innocent one, the wise 

fool who will lead a children's crusade against the dragon." And Windy, clutching my arm, 

repeated Tink's declaration as if it was a prayer.  

 Now, at last, Earth looms large. The ravenseye has begun its initial descent; the green 

hills of Tycho crater are rolling past the viewport of my words. Soon this pebble, a glowing 

bullet, will pierce the heart of a Pann-shaped target that hangs, poster-style, upon the crater's 



central peak. And my target, killed into swift life, will awaken to recite another version of this 

message. 

 Uh, do you copy?—witnessing a bow shock of incandescent air. Mission Control, I can 

see all the way to the end of this sent— 

 

 

 

 


